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Corzine making right move on DYFS: One Reader Responds
The Philadelphia Inquirer - Friday, April 14, 2006

Inquirer

Your April 3 editorial on Gov. Corzine’s decision Like
to elevate
New@phillydotcom
Jersey’s Division of Youth and Family Services to
Follow
2
a cabinet-level agency was right on the mark (“Tackle these 5 problems”). Correcting the shortcomings in DYFS
Currents
is a daunting task, yet one that must be met with concrete planning, a sense of urgency, and a focus on results.
The
lives of children depend upon the quality of service and decisions made by DYFS, and those individuals to
Latest Auth Cartoon
whom the public entrusts this responsibility must be given the tools and support to do their jobs.
As you rightly point out, training, case tracking, caseload size, decision-making processes and structural issues
need to be addressed in a proactive and urgent manner. Although what ails DYFS cannot be corrected overnight,
children are in jeopardy as each day goes by with a system needing repair. Children are not case files or case
numbers, but human beings whose very futures will be determined by the agency mandated to care forAdvertise
themHereand
care about them.
We are hopeful that under Corzine’s leadership, the process to repair and revitalize DYFS will be both comprehensive and expedient.
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Many Democrats have long advised President Obama not to w aste his
time trying to compromise w ith Republicans on a budget. And most of
the GOP response to the spending plan the president revealed
Wednesday appears to prove them right.

Tanning beds: like 'cigarettes for the
skin'
Fully tw o-thirds of the states restrict teens' access to tanning beds, so
New Jersey joined the public-health mainstream this month w hen Gov.
Christie signed a w elcome ban on indoor tanning for anyone under 17.
Pennsylvania officials should follow suit by acting on similar legislation
just proposed in Harrisburg.
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Letters to the Editor
Idling Guard staff risks readiness The Pentagon's decision to impose
budget-driven furloughs on some 53,000 National Guard full-time
uniformed staffers - including more than 1,800 in Pennsylvania threatens Guard training and readiness. Just like regular military
personnel, these critical Guard members should be exempt from
furloughs, as proposed by U.S. Rep. Steven Palazzo (R., Miss.),
Congress' only concurrently serving enlisted member of the National
Guard.

Tax reform boosts growth
By Nathan Benefield and Michael Head For decades, Pennsylvania has
lagged the nation in job and income grow th. Contrary to its nickname,
the Keystone State ranks among the 10 w orst states for businesses,
according to a survey of CEOs, and 39th in state competitiveness,
according to the Beacon Hill Institute. Residents continue to flee
Pennsylvania for greener pastures. According to IRS data,
Pennsylvania netted a loss of more than 77,000 taxpayers to interstate
moves from 2000 to 2010.

End street harassment in Philly
By Rochelle Keyhan For months, on my w alk to w ork I passed a
VisitPhilly.com billboard on Broad Street that read: "Dear Walking This
Way, I like the w ay you move it move it. Love, Philadelphia, XOXO."

The modern vice president
By Raw n James Jr. Today marks the 68th anniversary of President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt's death. More signif icantly as a constitutional
matter, on this day in 1945, Vice President Harry S Truman w as sw orn
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